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Abstract
An eighth algebraic order exponentially tted method is developed for the numerical integration of the Schrodinger
equation. The formula considered contains certain free parameters which allow it to be tted automatically to exponential
functions. An comparative error analysis is also given. Numerical and theoretical results indicate that the new method
is much more ecient than other classical and exponentially tted methods. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
In recent years the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation has been the subject of great research
activity. The aim of this activity is the construction of a fast and reliable algorithm that generates a
numerical solution (see [5{9,13,14,18{22] and [1,10,26{31,33{38]). The radial Schrodinger equation
has the form
y00(x) = [l(l+ 1)=x2 + V (x)− k2]y(x) = f(x)y(x); (1)
where f(x)=U (x)−k2 and U (x)=l(l+1)=x2+V (x). Equations of this type occur very frequently in
theoretical physics and chemistry, in physical chemistry, in chemical physics, in quantum chemistry,
in astrophysics, in electronics and elsewhere; see for example [13,14] and [24], and there is a real
need to be able to solve them both eciently and reliably by numerical methods. We mention the
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well-known applications of the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation in atomic structure calculations,
in molecular simulation and in molecular dynamics. In (1), k2 is a real number denoting the energy,
l is a given integer and V is a given function which denotes the potential. The function W (x) =
l(l+1)=x2+V (x) denotes the eective potential, which satises W (x)! 0 as x !1. The boundary
conditions are
y(0) = 0 (2)
and a second boundary condition, for large values of x, determined by physical considerations.
Matrix methods based on either collocation or nite dierences are not very popular for the
solution of (1). The reason is explained in [33]. Shooting techniques, also, need to take into account
the fact that jy0(x)j may be very large near x = 0. The purpose of this paper is to derive more
ecient integrators to solve Eq. (1) in a shooting approach.
One of the most popular methods for the solution of (1) is Numerov’s method. The reason is
explained in [33]. In [33] it is proved that the linear multistep methods is not a fruitful way for the
construction of ecient methods for the above problems.
An alternative approach to deriving higher-order methods for (1) was given by Cash and Raptis
[6]. In [6], a sixth-order Runge{Kutta-type method with a large interval of periodicity was derived.
This method has a phase-lag of order six (while Numerov’s method has phase-lag of order four)
and a much larger interval of periodicity than the method of Numerov.
Another approach for developing ecient methods for the solution of (1) is to use exponential
tting. There are two types of exponentially tted methods. One type of methods (which in this paper
is denoted as MTI) is the exponentially tted extensions of pure linear multistep methods. The other
type of methods (which in this paper is denoted as MTII) are so-called hybrid methods, based on
exponentialy tted principles. Raptis and Allison [30] have derived a Numerov-type exponentially
tted method (of type MTI). Numerical results presented in [30] indicate that these tted methods are
much more ecient than Numerov’s method for the solution of (1). Many authors have investigated
the idea of exponential tting, since Raptis and Allison. Ixaru and Rizea [14] have produced a
method (of type MTI) which integrates functions of the form
f1; x; x2; : : : ; xp; exp(vx); x exp(vx); : : : ; xm exp(vx)g; (3)
where v is the frequency of the problem. For the method obtained by Ixaru and Rizea [14] we have
m = 1 and p = 1. Raptis [27] develop an exponentially tted method (of type MTI) with m = 2
and p = 0. A similar procedure (with an extensive analysis) is developed in [15] by Ixaru and
Rizea. Simos [34] has derived a four-step method of the above type (MTI) which integrates more
exponential functions and gives much more accurate results than the four-step methods of Raptis
[26,28]. For this method we have m = 3 and p = 0. Simos [35] has derived a family of four-step
methods (of type MTI) which give more ecient results than other four-step methods. In particular,
he has derived methods with m=0 and p=5, m=1 and p=3, m=2 and p=1 and nally m=3
and p= 0. Also Raptis and Cash [31] have derived a two-step method (of type MTII) tted to (3)
with m= 0 and p= 5 based on the well-known Runge{Kutta-type sixth-order formula of Cash and
Raptis [6]. The method of Cash et al. [7] is also based on the formula proposed in [6] (of type
MTII) and is tted to (3) with m=1 and p=3. Recently, Simos and Williams [43] have developed
a family of Numerov-type fourth algebraic order exponentially tted methods (of type MTII) with
p = 9 and m = 0, p = 7 and m = 1, p = 5 and m = 2, p = 3 and m = 3, p = 1 and m = 4 and
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p= 0 and m= 5. Simos and Williams [44] have developed a computer algebra programme for the
construction of exponentially tted methods (of type MTII). All the above methods are of algebraic
order four and six. Recently, Simos [40] has derived an eighth algebraic order exponentially tted
method (of type MTII) with p = 7 and m = 0. More recently, Simos [41] has derived an eighth
algebraic order exponentially tted method (of type MTII) with p = 3 and m = 2. Ixaru [12] has
developed an elegant procedure for the construction of exponentially tted methods of type MTI.
In [16,17] Ixaru et al. have developed of four-step exponentially tted method which is applied to
several linear and nonlinear problems.
The purpose of this paper is to derive the rst eighth-order method tted to (3) and in particular to
derive an exponentially tted method with m=3 and p=1. Based on the new developed method and
the sixth-order exponentially tted method of Simos [39] a variable-step procedure is introduced.
We have applied new methods to the solution of coupled dierential equations arising from the
Schrodinger equation. The results indicate that the approach is more ecient than the well-known
iterative Numerov method of Allison [1], the exponentially tted variable-step method of Raptis
and Cash [31], the classical (with constant coecients) variable-step method of Simos [38], the
variable-step exponentially tted method of Simos [40], the variable-step exponentially tted method
of Simos and Williams [44] and the method of Simos [41].
2. Exponential multistep methods
For the numerical solution of the initial value problem
y(r) = f(x; y); y( j)(A) = 0; j = 0; 1; : : : ; r − 1; (4)
consider the multistep methods of the form
kX
i=0
aiyn+i = hr
kX
i=0
bif(xn+i ; yn+i) (5)
over the equally spaced intervals fxigki=0 in [A; B].
The method (5) is associated with the operator
L(x) =
kX
i=0
[aiz(x + ih)− hrbiz (r)(x + ih)] (6)
where z is a continuously dierentiable function.
Denition 1. The multistep method (5) is called algebraic (or exponential) of order p if the asso-
ciated linear operator L vanishes for any linear combination of the linearly independent functions
1; x; x2; : : : ; xp+r−1 (or exp(v0 x); exp(v1x); : : : ; exp(vp+r−1x) where vi; i=0; 1; : : : ; p+ r− 1, are real or
complex numbers).
Remark 1 (Lyche [25]). If vi = v for i = 0; 1; : : : ; n; n6p+ r − 1 then the operator L vanishes for
any linear combination of
fexp(vx); x exp(vx); x2 exp(vx); : : : ; x n exp(vx); exp(vn+1x); : : : ; exp(vp+r−1x)g: (7)
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Remark 2 (Lyche [25]). Every exponential multistep method corresponds in a unique way, to an
algebraic multistep method (by setting vi = 0 for all i).
Lemma 1. Consider an operator L of the form (6). With v 2 C; h 2 R; n>r if v = 0; and n>1
otherwise; then we have
L[xm exp(vx)] = 0; m= 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1; L[x n exp(vx)] 6= 0 (8)
if and only if the function ’ has a zero of exact multiplicity s at exp(vh); where s = n if v 6= 0;
and s= n− r if v= 0; ’(w) = (w)=log r w − (w); (w) =P ki=0 aiwi and (w) =P ki=0 biwi.
For proof see [11,25].
Proposition 1. Consider an operator L with
L[exp(vi x)] = 0; j = 0; 1; : : : ; k6p+ r − 12 : (9)
Then for given ai and p with ai = (−1)rak−i there is a unique set of bi such that bi = bk−i.
For proof see [29,33].
In the present paper we investigate the case r = 2.
3. The new exponentially tted method
Consider the following method:
yn+1 − 2yn + yn−1 = h2[t0(fn+1 + fn−1) + t1fn + t2(fn+s + fn−s) + t3(fn+q + fn−q)]: (10)
This method for appropriate values of ti; i = 0(1)3, for s =
p
21=3 and arbitrary values of q is of
algebraic order eight (see for details [38]).
We require that the methods (10) should integrate exactly any linear combination of the functions:
f1; x; exp(vx); x exp(vx); x2 exp(vx); x3 exp(vx)g: (11)
In order to construct a method of the form (10) which integrates exactly the functions (11), we
require that the method (10) integrates exactly (see [29,33]):
f1; x; exp(v0 x); exp(v1 x); exp(v2 x); exp(v3 x)g (12)
and then put
v0 = v1 = v2 = v3 = v: (13)
It is easy for one to see that the method (10) integrates exactly the functions 1, x. Demanding that
(10) integrates (12) exactly, we obtain the following system of equations for ti; i = 0(1)3:
2 t2w 2j cosh(wj s) + 2 cosh(wj)t0w
2
j + 2 t3w
2
j cosh(wj q) + t1w
2
j = 2cosh(wj)− 2;
where wj = vjh; j = 0; 1; 2; 3:
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Solving for ti; i = 0(1)3 (and based on the procedure described in computer algebra program
developed in [44]) and putting s =
p
21=3 and q = 12 , one can obtain the explicit formulae of the
coecients of the new method which are given in Appendix A. We note here that for ease of
programming we choose the value of the arbitrary parameter q equal to 12 .
The formulae for ti; i=0(1)3 (which are given in Appendix A) are subject to heavy cancellations
for small values of w= vh. In this case it is much more convenient to use series expansions for the
coecients ti; i=0(1)3, of the method which one can obtain using symbolic manipulation packages.
We now seek computable approximations to yns and ynq. Following [38] we look for approxi-
mations of the form
yn+s + yn−s = a0(yn+1 + yn−1) + a1yn + h2[a2(fn+1 + fn−1) + a3fn]; (14)
yn+s − yn−s = b0(yn+1 − yn−1) + h2b1(fn+1 − fn−1): (15)
and of the form
yn+q + yn−q = c0(yn+1 + yn−1) + c1yn + h2[c2(fn+1 + fn−1) + c3fn + c4(fn+s + fn−s)]; (16)
yn+q − yn−q = d0(yn+1 − yn−1) + h2[d1(fn+1 − fn−1) + d2(fn+s − fn−s): (17)
We require that the method (14) should integrate exactly any linear combination of the functions
(11). We also require that the method (15) should integrate exactly any linear combination of the
functions
f1; x; exp(vx); x exp(vx)g (18)
for p= 0.
In order to construct a method of the form (14) which integrates exactly the functions (11), we
require that the method (14) integrates exactly (12) and then make the indentications (13) (see
[29,33]).
To construct a method of the form (15) which integrates exactly the functions (18) (with p=0),
we require that the method (15) integrates exactly (see [29,33])
f1; x; exp(v0 x); exp(v1 x)g (19)
and then following the same procedure mentioned above we obtain the coecients. Demanding
that (14) integrates (12) exactly, we obtain the following system of equations for ai; i = 0(1)3.
Demanding, also, that (15) integrates (19) exactly, we obtain the following system of equations for
bi; i = 0; 1:
2a0 cosh(wj) + 2a2w 2j cosh(wj) + a1 + a3w
2
j = 2cosh(wj s); (20)
2b0 sinh(wj) + 2b1w 2j sinh(wj) = 2 sinh(wj s); (21)
where wj = vjh; j = 0; 1; 2; 3 for (20) and j = 0; 1 for (21).
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Solving for ai; i = 0(1)3, and for bi; i = 0; 1, and using the values of s and q mentioned above,
one can obtain the explicit formulae of the above coecients. It is easy for one to produce these
coecients using a modication of the program described in [44].
The formulae for ai; i=0(1)3, and bi; i=0; 1, obtained based on the above procedure, are subject
to heavy cancellations for small values of w = vh. In this case it is much more convenient to use
series expansions for the coecients ai; i = 0(1)3, and bi; i = 0; 1, of the method which one can
obtain using symbolic manipulation packages.
Following the same procedure as above, we require that the method (16) should integrate exactly
any linear combination of the functions
f1; x; x2; x3; exp(vx); x exp(vx); x2 exp(vx); x3 exp(vx)g: (22)
We also require that the method (17) should integrate exactly any linear combination of the functions
f1; x; exp(vx); x exp(vx); x2 exp(vx)g: (23)
In order to construct a method of the form (16) which integrates exactly the functions (22), we
require that the method (16) integrates exactly (see [29,33])
f1; x; exp(v0 x); exp(v1 x); exp(v2 x); exp(v3 x); exp(v4x)g (24)
and then following the same procedure mentioned above we obtain the coecients. To construct a
method of the form (17) which integrates exactly the functions (22), we require that the method
(17) integrates exactly (see [29,33])
f1; x; exp(v0 x); exp(v1 x); exp(v2 x)g (25)
and then using the same procedure mentioned above we obtain the coecients. Demanding
that (16) integrates (24) exactly, we obtain the following system of equations for ci; i = 0(1)4.
Demanding, also, that (17) integrates (25) exactly, we obtain the following system of equations for
di; i = 0(1)2:
2c4w2 cosh(w s) + 2c2w2 cosh(w) + 2c0 cosh(w) + c3w2 + c1 = 2 cosh(w q); (26)
2d2w2 sinh(w s) + 2d0 sinh(w) + 2d1w2 sinh(w) = 2 sinh(w q): (27)
Solving for ci; i = 0(1)4, and for di; i = 0(1)2, and putting s =
p
21=3 and q = 12 , one can obtain
the explicit formulae of the above coecients. It is easy for one to produce these coecients using
a modication of the program described in [44].
The formulae for ci; i = 0(1)4, and di; i = 0(1)2, are subject to heavy cancellations for small
values of w = vh. In this case it is much more convenient to use series expansions for the above
coecients of the method which one can obtain using symbolic manipulation packages.
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It is easy for one to see that the approximations of yns and ynq are given by
y n+s =
1
2
(a0 + b0)yn+1 +
1
2
a1yn +
1
2
(a0 − b0)yn−1
+ h2

1
2
(a2 + b1)y00n+1 +
1
2
a3y00n +
1
2
(a2 − b1)y00n−1

;
y n−s =
1
2
(a0 − b0)yn+1 + 12a1yn +
1
2
(a0 + b0)yn−1
+ h2

1
2
(a2 − b1)y00n+1 +
1
2
a3y00n +
1
2
(a2 + b1)y00n−1

;
y n+q =
1
2
(c0 + d0)yn+1 +
1
2
c1yn +
1
2
(c0 − d0)yn−1
+ h2

1
2
(c2 + d1)y00n+1 +
1
2
c3y00n +
1
2
(c2 − d1)y00n−1

;
+ h2

1
2
(c4 + d2) y
00
n+s +
1
2
(c4 − d2) y00n−s

;
y n−q =
1
2
(c0 − d0)yn+1 + 12c1yn +
1
2
(c0 + d0)yn−1
+ h2

1
2
(c2 − d1)y00n+1 +
1
2
c3y00n +
1
2
(c2 + d1)y00n−1

;
+ h2

1
2
(c4 − d2) y00n+s +
1
2
(c4 + d2) y
00
n−s

:
(28)
If w= i, then the method (10) with coecients dened by the solution of the systems of Eqs: (3),
is exact for any linear combination of the functions:
f1; x; sin(x); cos(x); x sin(x); x cos(x); x2 sin(x); x2 cos(x); x3 sin(x); x3 cos(x)g: (29)
We note here that in the derivation of the dierent hybrid forms, dierent sets of functions have been
considered in order for each set considered to be conform with the number of unknowns presented
in the formula. From the error analysis presented in the next section it is easy for one to see that
the main contribution in the accuracy be due to the main formula of the method (10).
4. Error analysis
In this section we will examine theoretically the method developed in [38], the exponentially tted
method of [40] and the new exponentially tted method and we will nd a quantitative estimation
for the extent of the accuracy gain to be expected from the exponentially tted versions.
Denition 2. A method is called classical if it has constant coecients
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Remark 3. An exponentially tted method is not a classical one because it has coecients which
are dependent on the quantity vh, where v is the frequency of the problem and h is the step length.
We write f(x) of (1) in the form
f(x) = g(x) + d; (30)
where g(x)=U (x)−Uc=g, where Uc is the constant approximation of the potential and d=w2=Uc−k2.
So, g(x) depends on the potential and its constant approximation and d shows the energy dependence.
The local truncation error of the method developed in [38] (with s=
p
21=3 and q= 12), which is
called classical, is given by
LTEclas: =
41h10
203 212 800
y(10)n +O(h
12) (31)
while the local truncation error of the exponentially tted method developed in [40] (with s=
p
21=3
and q= 12) is given by
LTEexp-[40] =
41h10
203 212 800
(y(10)n − dy(8)n ) + O(h12): (32)
The local truncation error of the exponentially tted method developed in [41] is given by (with
s=
p
21=3 and q= 12)
LTEexp-[41] =−
41h10
203 212 800
(−3d2y(6)n + 3dy(8)n + d3y(4)n − y(10)n ): (33)
The local truncation error of the exponentially tted method developed in this paper is given by
(with s=
p
21=3 and q= 12)
LTEexp-new =
41h10
203 212 800
(6d2y(6)n + d
4y(2)n − 4dy(8)n − 4d3y(4)n + y(10)n ): (34)
We express, now, the derivatives y00(x), y(4), y(6), y(8) and y(10) in terms of Eq. (1), i.e.
y00 = f(x)y(x); y(4) =
 
@2
@x2
U (x)
!
y(x) + 2

@
@x
U (x)

@
@x
y(x)

+y(x)U (x)2−2y(x)U (x)Uc
+2y(x)U (x)d+ y(x)U 2c − 2y(x)Ucd+ y(x)d2; (35)
etc. We note that g(n)(x) = U (n)(x) for nth-order derivative with respect to x. We also express the
terms as polynomials of d.
Introducing, now, these expressions in the local truncation error formulae (31){(33), we obtain
the following expressions (as polynomials of d) for the local truncation error. We note that in the
following expressions q= 12 .
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Classical method [38]:
LTEclas: = h10

d5
41
203 212 800
y(x) + d4T2 +   

+O(h12); (36)
where
T2 =− 13 048 192 000(−448y(x)− 3075y(x)U (x) + 3075y(x)Uc):
Exponentially tted method developed in [40]:
LTEexp-[36] = h
10

d4

− 1
3 048 192 000
(−615y(x)U (x) + 615y(x)Uc)

+   

+O(h12): (37)
Exponentially tted method developed in [41]:
LTEexp-[39] = h
10
"
d3
 
41
50 803 200
 
@2
@x2n
U (xn)
!
y(xn)
!
+   
#
+O(h12): (38)
New exponentially tted method:
h10
"
d2
 
41
25 401 600
 
@3
@x3n
U (xn)
!
@
@x
y(xn)

+
41
7 257 600
 
@4
@x4n
U (xn)
!
y(xn)
+
41
16 934 400

@
@x
U (xn)
2
y(xn) +
41
12 700 800
LTE1y(xn)U (xn)
− 41
12 700 800
LTE1y(xn)Uc

+   

+O(h12)LTE1 =
@2
@x2n
U (xn): (39)
From the above equations one can see that in the classical eighth-order method developed in
[38] the error increases as the fth power of d. In the exponentially tted eighth-order method
developed in [40] the error increases as the fourth power of d. In the exponentially tted eighth-order
method developed in [41] the error increases as the third power of d and in the exponentially tted
eighth-order method developed in this paper the error increases as the second power of d. Based on
the above analysis we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1. For the exponentially tted method developed in this paper and for problems of the
form (1) with f(x) given by (30); the error increases as the second power of d; while for the
eighth algebraic order method developed in [38] the error increases as the fth power of d and for
the exponentially tted method developed in [40] the error increases as the fourth power of d and
for the exponentially tted method developed in [41] the error increases as the third power of d.
So the new exponentially tted method is more accurate than the eighth-order method developed
in [38] and the eighth algebraic order exponentially tted methods developed in [40; 41] for the
problems mentioned above especially for large values of jdj= jUc − Ej.
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5. Numerical illustration
5.1. Error estimation
It is known from the literature (see for example [32] and references therein) that the LTE depends
on the algebraic order of the method and that there are many methods for the estimation of the local
truncation error (LTE) in the integration of systems of initial-value problems.
The local error estimation algorithm used in this paper is based on the fact that a method with
local error of higher order provides a better approximation of the exact solution when the latter has
periodic or oscillating nature.
Denoting the solution obtained with higher algebraic order method as yHn+1 and the solution ob-
tained with lower algebraic order method as yLn+1, we have the following denition.
Denition 3. We dene the local error estimate for the lower order solution yLn+1 by the quantity
LTE = jyHn+1 − yLn+1j (40)
under the assumption that when h is suciently small, the local error in yHn+1 can be neglected
compared with that in yLn+1.
We assume that the solution yHn+1 is obtained using the exponentially tted method developed in
this paper and the solution yLn+1 is obtained using the exponentially tted method of Simos [34].
If the local phase-lag error is bounded by acc and the step size of the integration used for the
nth step length is hn, the estimated step size for the (n + 1)th step, which will give a local error
bounded by acc, must be
hn+1 = hn

acc
LTE
1=q
; (41)
where q is the order of the local error.
Following [31], we have limited all step changes to halving and doubling. Thus, based on the
procedure developed in [31], for the Local Truncation Error, the step control procedure which we
use for the Local Error is
If LTE< acc; hn+1 = 2hn;
If 100 acc>LTE>acc; hn+1 = hn; (42)
If LTE>100 acc; hn+1 =
hn
2
and repeat the step: (43)
In general, local error estimates hold for the lower-order solution. This is also true in the present
case, i.e. the local error estimate applies to yLn+1. However, if this error estimate is acceptable, i.e. less
than the bound acc, we adopt the widely used local extrapolation technique. Thus, although we are
controlling an estimate of the local error for the lower order solution yLn+1, we use the higher-order
solution yHn+1 at each accepted step.
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5.2. Coupled dierential equations
There are many problems in theoretical physics and chemistry, atomic physics, physical chemistry,
quantum chemistry, chemical physics astrophysics, electronic and elsewhere which can be reduced
to the solution of coupled dierential equations of the Schrodinger type.
The close-coupling dierential equations of the Schrodinger type may be written in the form"
d2
dx2
+ k2i −
li(li + 1)
x2
− Vii
#
yij =
NX
m=1
Vimymj (44)
for 16i6N and m 6= i.
We have investigated the case in which all channels are open. So we have the following boundary
conditions (see for details [1]):
yij = 0 at x = 0; (45)
yij  kixjli(kix)ij +
 
ki
kj
!1=2
Kijkixnli(kix); (46)
where jl(x) and nl(x) are the spherical Bessel and Neumann functions, respectively. We note here
that since the method presented in this paper has much larger intervals of periodicity (the property a
method must have to avoid instability) than Numerov’s method, the method of Cash and Raptis [6]
and other nite dierence methods (see Appendix B), we can use the present methods for problems
involving close channels.
Based on the detailed analysis developed in [1] and dening a matrix K 0 and diagonal matrices
M; N by
K 0ij =
 
ki
kj
!1=2
Kij;
Mij = kixjli(kix)ij;
Nij = kixnli(kix)ij;
we nd that the asymptotic condition (46) may be written as
y M +NK 0: (47)
One of the most well-known methods for the numerical solution of the coupled dierential equations
arising from the Schrodinger equation is the Iterative Numerov method of Allison [1].
A real problem in theoretical physics, atomic physics, quantum chemistry and molecular physics
which can be transformed to close-coupling dierential equations of the Schrodinger type is the
rotational excitation of a diatomic molecule by neutral particle impact. Denoting, as in [1], the
entrance channel by the quantum numbers (j; l), the exit channels by (j0; l0), and the total angular
momentum by J = j + l= j0 + l0, we nd that"
d2
dx2
+ k2j0j −
l0(l0 + 1)
x2
#
yJjlj0l0(x) =
2
~2
X
j00
X
l00
<j0l0; J jV jj00l00; J >yJjlj00l00(x); (48)
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where
kj0j =
2
~2
"
E +
~2
2I
fj(j + 1)− j0( j0 + 1)g
#
; (49)
E is the kinetic energy of the incident particle in the center-of-mass system, I is the moment of
inertia of the rotator, and  is the reduced mass of the system.
Following the analysis of [1], the potential V may be written as
V (x; k^j0jk^jj) = V0(x)P0(k^j0jk^jj) + V2(x)P2(k^j0jk^jj); (50)
and the coupling matrix element is given by
hj0l0; J jV jj00l00; J i= j0j00l0l00V0(x) + f2( j0l0; j00l00; J )V2(x); (51)
where the f2 coecients can be obtained from formulas given by Bernstein et al. [4] and k^j0j is a
unit vector parallel to the wave vector kj0j and Pi; i=0; 2, are Legendre polynomials (see for details
[2,4]). The boundary conditions may then be written as (see [1])
yJjlj0l0(x) = 0 at x = 0; (52)
yJjlj0l0(x)  jj0ll0exp[− i(kjjx − 1=2l)]−
 
ki
kj
!1=2
S J ( jl; j0l0)exp[i(kj0jx − 1=2l0)]; (53)
where the scattering S matrix is related to the K matrix of (46) by the relation
S= (I + iK)(I − iK)−1 (54)
The calculation of the cross sections for rotational excitation of molecular hydrogen by impact of
various heavy particles requires the use of a numerical method for step-by-step integration from the
initial value to matching points.
In our numerical test we choose the S matrix which is calculated using the following parameters:
2
~2 = 1000:0;

I
= 2:351; E = 1:1;
V0(x) =
1
x12
− 2 1
x6
; V2(x) = 0:2283V0(x):
As is described in [1], we take J = 6 and consider excitation of the rotator from the j = 0 state
to levels up to j0 = 2; 4 and 6 giving sets of four, nine and 16 coupled dierential equations,
respectively. Following Bernstein [3] and Allison [1], the interval [0;1) is reduced to [0; x0]. The
wave functions must then vanish at the end of this interval and consequently the boundary condition
(52) may be written as
yJjlj0l0(x0) = 0: (55)
For the numerical solution of this problem we have used (1) the well-known Iterative Numerov
method of Allison [1], (2) the variable-step method of Raptis and Cash [31], (3) the variable-step
method of Simos [38], (4) the embedded variable-step method developed in [40], (5) the variable-step
exponentially tted method of Simos and Williams [44], (6) the variable-step method developed in
[41] and (7) the new embedded variable-step method. In Table 1 we present the real time of
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Table 1
RTC (real time of computation (in s)) to calculate jSj2 for the variable-step methods (1){(7). acc = 10−6, hmax is the
maximum stepsize
Method N hmax RTC
Iterative Numerov [1] 4 0.014 3.25
9 0.014 23.51
16 0.014 99.15
Variable-step method of Raptis and Cash [31] 4 0.056 1.55
9 0.056 8.43
16 0.056 43.32
Variable-step method of Simos [38] 4 0.056 1.05
9 0.056 5.25
16 0.056 27.15
Variable-step method of Simos [40] 4 0.448 0.37
9 0.448 3.22
16 0.448 14.22
Variable-step method of Simos and Williams [44] 4 0.448 0.24
9 0.448 0.96
16 0.448 5.04
Variable-step method of Simos [41] 4 0.448 0.12
9 0.448 0.77
16 0.448 4.36
New variable-step method 4 0.996 0.08
9 0.448 0.58
16 0.448 3.21
computation required by the methods mentioned above to calculate the square of the modulus of the
S matrix for sets of 4, 9 and 16 coupled dierential equations. In Table 1, N indicates the number
of equations in the set of coupled dierential equations.
All computations were carried out on an Pentium PC using double-precision arithmetic of 16-digit
accuracy.
6. Conclusions
In this paper an eighth algebraic order exponentially tted method is developed. Based on this
method and on the sixth algebraic order exponentially tted method of Simos [39] a new variable-step
method is obtained. The application of the new variable-step algorithm to systems of 4, 9 and 16
coupled dierential equations arising from the Schrodinger equation indicate that this new algorithm
is computationally much more ecient than other known and ecient methods.
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Appendix A
t0 = (−144 sinh(Z3)− 144 sinh(Z4) + 258w cosh(Z2) + 17w3 cosh(Z2) + 144 sinh(Z1)
− 258w cosh(Z1) + 144 sinh(Z2)− 36w2 sinh(Z3) + 108w2 sinh(Z1) + 108w2 sinh(Z2)
+96
p
21 sinh(Z2) + 288
p
21 sinh(Z4)− 17w3 cosh(Z1)− 33w3 cosh(Z3)
− 36w2 sinh(Z4)− 342w cosh(Z3)− 288
p
21 sinh(Z3)− 96
p
21 sinh(Z1)
− 72w
p
21 cosh(Z3) + 72w
p
21 cosh(Z2) + 72w
p
21 cosh(Z1)− 3w3
p
21 cosh(Z4)
− 3w3
p
21 cosh(Z3) + 3w3
p
21 cosh(Z2) + 3w3
p
21 cosh(Z1)− 72w
p
21 cosh(Z4)
+22w2
p
21 sinh(Z2)− 18w2
p
21 sinh(Z3) + 18w2
p
21 sinh(Z4)− 22w2
p
21 sinh(Z1)
+33w3 cosh(Z4) + 342w cosh(Z4))=(w5(33 cosh(Z4)− 33 cosh(Z3)− 17 cosh(Z1)
+17 cosh(Z2)− 3
p
21 cosh(Z4)− 3
p
21 cosh(Z3) + 3
p
21 cosh(Z2) + 3
p
21 cosh(Z1)));
Z1 = 16w (2
p
21 + 9);
Z2 = 16w (2
p
21− 9);
Z3 = 16w (2
p
21− 3);
Z4 = 16w (2
p
21 + 3);
t1 =−2(5904 sinh(W2)− 5904 sinh(W3)− 2025w cosh(W1) + 63w3 cosh(W1)
− 72 sinh(W4) + 183w
p
21 cosh(W5)− 26w2
p
21 sinh(W6)− 26w2
p
21 sinh(W5)
− 183w
p
21 cosh(W6)− 2025w cosh(W4) + 72 sinh(W1)− 168w2 sinh(W2)
+762w2 sinh(W4)− 762w2 sinh(W1) + 216
p
21 sinh(W1) + 63w3 cosh(W4)
− 63w3 cosh(W2) + 168w2 sinh(W3) + 2862w cosh(W2) + 216
p
21 sinh(W4)
+492w
p
21 cosh(W2)− 291w
p
21 cosh(W1) + 291w
p
21 cosh(W4)
+33w3
p
21 cosh(W3)− 33w3
p
21 cosh(W2) + 17w3
p
21 cosh(W1)
− 17w3
p
21 cosh(W4)− 492w
p
21 cosh(W3)− 210w2
p
21 sinh(W1)
+20w2
p
21 sinh(W2) + 20w2
p
21 sinh(W3)− 210w2
p
21 sinh(W4)− 63w3 cosh(W3)
+2862w cosh(W3)− 1224 sinh(W6)− 216
p
21 sinh(W5)− 837w cosh(W6)
− 114w2 sinh(W6)− 216
p
21 sinh(W6)− 837w cosh(W5) + 1224 sinh(W5)
+114w2 sinh(W5))=(w5(63 cosh(W4) + 63 cosh(W1)− 63 cosh(W2)− 63 cosh(W3)
− 17
p
21 cosh(W4) + 33
p
21 cosh(W3)− 33
p
21 cosh(W2) + 17
p
21 cosh(W1)));
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W1 = 16w (2
p
21− 9);
W2 = 16w (2
p
21− 3);
W3 = 16w (2
p
21 + 3);
W4 = 16w (2
p
21 + 9);
W5 = 16w (15 + 2
p
21);
W6 = 16w (−15 + 2
p
21);
t2 = 18(−11w2 sinh(32w)− 9w cosh(52w) + w2 sinh(52w)− 18w cosh(12w)
+28w2 sinh(12w) + 27w cosh(
3
2w)− 120 sinh(32w) + 24 sinh(52w)
+240 sinh(12w))=(w
5(63 cosh(16w (2
p
21 + 9)) + 63 cosh(16w (2
p
21− 9))
−63 cosh(16w (2
p
21− 3))− 63 cosh(16w (2
p
21 + 3))− 17
p
21 cosh(16w (2
p
21 + 9))
+33
p
21 cosh(16w (2
p
21 + 3))− 33
p
21 cosh(16w (2
p
21− 3))
+17
p
21 cosh(16w (2
p
21− 9))));
t3 = 16(12
p
21 sinh(Q2)− 72 sinh(13w
p
21) + 12w2 sinh(13w
p
21)
+18w cosh(13w
p
21)
p
21 + 72 sinh(Q4)− 12
p
21 sinh(Q3) + 24w cosh(Q4)
− 36 sinh(Q3)− 36 sinh(Q2)− 10w2 sinh(Q2)− 10w2 sinh(Q3)− 39w cosh(Q3)
− 14w2 sinh(Q1)− 14w2 sinh(Q4) + 39w cosh(Q2)− 24w cosh(Q1) + 24
p
21 sinh(Q4)
− 24
p
21 sinh(Q1)− 9w
p
21 cosh(Q2)− 9w
p
21 cosh(Q3) + 2w2
p
21 sinh(Q1)
− 2w2
p
21 sinh(Q4)− 2w2
p
21 sinh(Q3) + 2w2
p
21 sinh(Q2)
+72 sinh(Q1))=(w5(33 cosh(16w (2
p
21 + 3))− 33 cosh(16w (2
p
21− 3))
−17 cosh(16w (2
p
21 + 9)) + 17 cosh(16w (2
p
21− 9))− 3
p
21 cosh(16w (2
p
21 + 3))
−3
p
21 cosh(16w (2
p
21− 3)) + 3
p
21 cosh(16w (2
p
21− 9))
+3
p
21 cosh(16w (2
p
21 + 9))));
Q1 = 13w (3 +
p
21);
Q2 = 13w (6 +
p
21);
Q3 = 13w (−6 +
p
21);
Q4 = 13w (−3 +
p
21): (A.1)
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Appendix B
Stability analysis of the new method. In order to investigate the periodic stability properties of
numerical methods for solving the initial-value problem
y00 = f(x; y); y(x0) = y0; y0(x0) = y00; (B.1)
Lambert and Watson [23] introduce the scalar test equation
y00 =−w2y (B.2)
and the interval of periodicity.
Based on the theory developed in [23], when a symmetric two-step method is applied to the scalar
test Equation (B.2), a dierence equation of the form
yn+1 − 2C(H)yn + yn−1 = 0: (B.3)
is obtained, where H=wh; h is the step length, C(H)=B(H)=A(H); A(H) and B(H) are polynomials
in H and yn is the computed approximation to y(nh); n= 0; 1; 2; : : :.
The characteristic equation associated with (B.3) is
s 2 − 2C(H)s+ 1 = 0: (B.4)
We have the following denitions.
Denition B.1. Following Lambert and Watson [23] we say that the numerical method (B.3) has
an interval of periodicity (0; H 20 ), if, for all H
2 2 (0; H 20 ); s1 and s2 satisfy
s1 = ei(H) and s2 = e−i(H); (B.5)
where (H) is a real function of H .
Denition B.2 (Lambert and Watson [23]). The method (B.3) is P-stable if its interval of period-
icity is (0;1).
Theorem B.3. A method which has the characteristic equation (B:4); has an interval of periodicity
(0; H 20 ); if for all H
2 2 (0; H 20 )jC(H)j< 1.
For the proof see [42].
Application of the method (10){(28) to the scalar test equation (B.2) leads to the characteristic
equation (B.4) with
A(H) = 1 + H 2(t0 + t2a0 + t3c0)− H 4(t2a2 + t3c2 + t3c4a0) + H 6t3c4a2;
B(H) = 1− 12H 2(t1 + t2a1 − t3c1) + 12H 4(t2a3 + +t3c3 + t3c4a1)− 12H 6t3c4a3:
(B.6)
Substituting the coecients ti; i = 0(1)3; aj; j = 0(1)3; ck ; k = 0(1)4, obtained with the procedure
described above, it is easy for one to see (using a symbolic manipulation package) that the new
method has an interval of periodicity equal to (0;1)− S where S is a set of distinct points.
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